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BLACKPIT | BUCKS

BEARTOWN | CHESHIRE

CUT N RUN 3.7%

BEST BITTER 3.7%

The mouthfeel is balanced with a subtle
yet assertive bitterness with a dry
refreshing finish.

Toffee and light hopped british amber
session bitter.

£74.99 | AMBER SESSION

£69.00 | SESSION BITTER

17/07/2020 14:47

ELGOODS | CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE 3.8%

HOPHURST | MANCHESTER

A mild brown bitter with a good balance
of malt and hop character give a pleasing
session drink.

Citrus Pale Ale with flavours of tropical
fruit and citrus and dry hopped with
Citra hops.

£63.99 | SESSION BITTER

QUENCH 3.8%

£79.99 | PALE ALE

HOPHURST | MANCHESTER

THREE FIENDS | YORKSHIRE

MELLORS 3.8%

BITTER NOT TWISTED 3.8%

A clean, refreshing citrus Blonde Ale.
A perfect session ale with flavours of
lemon, berries and spice.

Single hopped with Bramling Cross,
a sessionable assertive English
Bitter.

£79.99 | BLONDE ALE

£74.99 | BITTER
NEW TO DAYLA

SALCOMBE | DEVON

OTTER | DEVON

DEVON AMBER 3.8%

POPPY 4.0%

An amber coloured classic best bitter from
Devon. This easy drinking malt driven bitter
has a dry, yet sweet aftertaste.

A mid-strength and moreish beer with
a hint of blackberry in the flavour. 5p from
each pint goes to RBL Poppy Appeal.

£69.99 | AMBER BEST

£82.00 | SESSION PALE

BEARTOWN | CHESHIRE

JOULE'S | SHROPSHIRE

KODIAK 4.0%

PALE ALE 4.1%

Well balanced pale session beer with
a citrus bite and dry finish

A traditional pale ale rich in malt, fruit and
biscuit character, complemented
by a satisfying bitter finish.

£74.00 |

SESSION PALE

£89.99 | GOLDEN ALE

RED ROCK | DEVON

HOPHURST | MANCHESTER

BITTER 4.2%

COSMATI 4.2%

Copper coloured ale, soft and easy drinking,
smooth and malty at the start with a subtle
hop finish and light bitter aftertaste

A multi award winning hoppy APA. Single
hopped with Mosaic American hops to give the
flavours of blueberry, citrus and tropical fruit.

£76.99 | TRAD BITTER

£79.99 | AMERICAN PALE
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HOPHURST | MANCHESTER

SALCOMBE | DEVON

SONNET 4.2%

SEAHORSE 4.4%

A hoppy blonde ale with a burst of tropical
fruit from lots of Citra, Chinook and
Falconers Flight hops.

This sweet and smooth ale has a gentle spicy
hop character with hints of burnt toffee,
caramel and a malty finish.

£79.99 | CITRA BLONDE

£74.99 | PREMIUM AMBER

JOULE'S | SHROPSHIRE

RED ROCK | DEVON

SLUMBERING MONK 4.5%

BREAKWATER 4.6%

Full bodied and smooth with bold malt,
nut and fruit notes, enhanced by pleasing
resinous hop character.

Dark amber coloured ale, rich and complex
malt taste, and aroma, with hints of chocolate
and caramel, full bodied and satisfying.

£92.00 | PREMIUM ALE

£79.99 | PREMIUM BITTER

BEARTOWN | CHESHIRE

THREE FIENDS | YORKSHIRE

CRÈME BEARLEE 4.8%

FUDGE UNIT 4.8%

A velvety stout with burnt cream,
madagascan vanilla and molasses

A deep, rich, creamy, easy drinking stout
with full on Chocolate Fudge Cake
aroma and taste.

£80.00 |
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STOUT

£84.99 | CHOC STOUT
NEW TO DAYLA

